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Correct the sentence:

Their going too the game.

Correct the sentence:

Band practise will be in 

Bills yard.

Correct the sentence:

We dancet to the bands 

songs.

Correct the sentence:

Cathys Toy Shop is the 

childrens favorite place.

Correct the sentence:

I am tossed the ball now, 

and I will tossed the ball 

later.

Use them in a sentence:
trembles

wreckage

Use them in a sentence:
slab

possessions

Use them in a sentence:
tenement

crushing

Use them in a sentence:
rubble

debris

Use them in a sentence:
timbers

constructed

Add commas where 
needed to the text 
below
After the movie we will 
have dinner.

Circle the synonym for 
the following word: 
govern

freedom   rights   
king   rule

postdated
prefix: __________
base or root: 
__________
suffix: __________

Circle the matching 
analogy:

fire : hot
a) candy : sweet
b) money : expensive
c) time : fast
d) water : cold

Simile or Metaphor?
Underline what is being 
compared: 
Life can be a roller 
coaster of ups and 
downs.

Circle the antonym for 
the following word: 
gratitude
thanklessness   appreciation

forgiveness   love

Circle the correct 
relative pronoun: 
who which  whose  
whom that
The church ___ was 
damaged during the 
storm has been 
repaired.

Circle the prepositions, 
cross out any 
prepositional phrases.

Bobby lives here 
with his mother.

Circle the correct word.
The dog was chasing ___

own tail. (its / it’s)

Circle the misspelled word 
and write it correctly on 
the line:

much   strech could
______________

Circle the definition that 
matches the word used in 
the sentence below.

After I met with my 
tutor, I started to grasp

long division.

grasp
1. v. To take hold of 

something tightly with 
the hands.

2. v. To understand 
something.

There was a rope 
fastened to the end of 
the firefighter’s ladder. 
Mindy’s father tossed 
the free end of the 
rope to his daughter. 
Then he and the 
firefighter pulled and 
pulled until they hoisted 
Mindy up from the icy 
water.

hoisted means: 

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________
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